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Figure 1 This paper will challenge our organizational perspective as communication (Broughton)  
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THE INTRODUCTION OF AN ORGANIZATIONAL ADVENTURE 

The signs of a changing time reveals herself in the way how we conduct a vital 

healthcare organisation. Our Dutch government ask more of her citizens and 

companies to cooperate and to find solutions that contributes the self-reliance 

(Siegers, 2016).   

According to the Institute of New Technology of Sogeti, companies in 2033 has an 

average of durability of 5 years.  Hunted by social media, politics and society demands 

transparency, improvement of results in a way that lower costs, give better service an 

higher efficiency. Our customers (governments, insurance companies, clients and 

referrers) are changing in loyalty, considering what is in their best interest. The rivalry 

intensity with other organisations has doubled in the years 2010-2017. But that’s not 

all! There is a significant lack of adapting and executing a strategy that fits the market. 

Research shows that more than 50% of the companies fails in executing their strategy, 

other research indicates a higher percentage of 60-90%  (Pijl, 2018).  In my opinion 

it all starts with conducting the right questions that give the landscape a constructive 

vision and execution of leadership, business model, culture, structures and systems 

that’s fits the market, client and employees. Thus the strong descripted assumption 

suggest we live in a new disruptive time where continuity of our service is not self-

evident. Continuously proactive improvement is needed to avoid walking to a dead 

end (Pijl, 2018).  

 

    Figure 2 The organisational pain points (Thiran, R., 2017)  

“If I had a hour to solve a problem and my life depended on the solution, I 

would spend the first 55 minutes determining the proper question to ask… 

for once I know the proper question, I could solve the problem in less 

than five minutes.”   

 (Einstein, 2017) 
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We must take a new route to keep the organisation engaged to his market in a way 

that employees and customers are intrinsic motivated to a constructive behaviour like 

cocreation (Siegers, 2016). 

 
          Figure 3 De Nieuwe Route (Siegers A, 2012) 

To find an adequate engaged co-created route this paper will provide the questions 

(Kor, Wijnen, & Weggeman, 2008) that has to be answered. In that order we need a 

deeper understanding how communication (vision, leadership and strategy) works as 

an organisation (Koschmann, Kuhn, & Pfarrer, 2012). After we described the 

framework of the relevant organizational dynamics, we translate the framework to 

Organisation X. We end our adventure with the consequences for Organisation X and 

a personal reflection.   

 

✓ Do we realize that our market is rapidly changing? What are the 

consequences if we think about organizational dynamics? 

✓ Does our top management has relevant knowledge about the trends and 

development of our markets?  

✓ Is there enough sense of urgency in the middle- and top management that the 

strength of our agility to answer the needs of the market decides our survival? 
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VISION ON ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS  

We see a powerful antithesis between rationality on one side and clear logic and 

intuition on the other side. We need to fill in the blanks based on a synthesized concept 

and intuition because our world is complex, uncomplete and chaotic. There is no 

golden key for success. What worked in the past does not mean it will work in the 

present. There is no assurance for an effective organizational outcome by 

interventions. It’s our intuition by trial and error that makes us flexible in using the 

right tool at the right moment, in the right place that brings us on the right track. In 

order to let our intuition and logic do her job we need to give her the context, 

framework and approach (Pijl, 2018).  

RECOGNIZE THE ‘NEW WINE IN OLD SACKS’ 

What will happen if you put new wine in old sacs? It will break! Because old sacks 

don’t have the ability to adapt the strength of the new wine. So what are our old sacks? 

In my opinion it starts by realizing that organizing effectively does not end by defining 

an organogram how we must divide our organisation in business units, or how we 

conduct managerial functions, where information is simply exchanged effectively by 

sender and receiver. Ashcraft, Kuhn and Cooren (2009) calls this kind of perspective 

the transmission model that primary focus their questions on effectiveness for 

example:  

‘How can communication meet a situated goals, like clarity or display or authority?’ 

 
Figure 4 Transmission model (Minnesota, 2018) 

Koschmann (2012) says about this topic:  

‘Approaching an organisation by distribution of information works just fine in daily 

business such as making schedules, giving directions, requesting information and so 

on. But other times situations get complex and when things get complex we need a 

deeper insight to accomplish our goals’.   

“Organizational effectiveness does not lie in that narrow minded concept called 

rationality. It lies in the blend of clearheaded logic and powerful intuition.” 

(Mintzberg, 2015) 
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Things get complex when conflicts has to be solved between middle management and 

top management, conflicting realities between intrapreneurs and the service centrum, 

a changing demanding market, a changing local need of the market, there is more 

going on than just exchanging information it’s engaging a complex situation where 

people search for and negotiate meaningful social construct, where problems can be 

solved. In complex situations you’re not only thinking about how information should 

be exchanged but also how you are creating social realities (Koschman, 2012), how 

to conduct optimal situations (Fisher, Ury, & Patton, Excellent onderhandelen, 2016). 

Because we are working with people not robots. People with unique emotions, minds, 

ethnicity, religion, culture, gender, values and opinions.  The interaction between 

people creates failure or success. Communication is about listening, understanding, 

connecting, bridging/bonding, creating impact and relationships (Doherty, 2018). 

Organizing effectively starts by seeing the picture that communication provides an 

explanatory framework from which to understand the complexities of organizational 

life (Koschman, 2012). Ascraft, Kuhn & Cooren (2009) define this as the constitutive 

model. The primary question is not one of effectiveness but of influence and 

possibility for example:  

 

‘How does communication constitute the realities of organizational life?’ 

 

 
Figure 5 Constitute model (Minnesota, 2018) 

The transmission model is an important element in conducting a steady vision. It is a 

building block to create simplicity in who is when responsible and how to 

communicate on daily base. The constitutive model provide building blocks how to 

understand success and failure from the past and how to create a synthesized concept 

agile for the future. It connects the dots of a customer-supplier relationship, problem 

solving interventions and provide enforcers for a healthy organisational process 

(Fisher, Ury, & Patton, 2016). Its bringing hard element like formal functions, 

structures and soft elements like context, unique characters together to explain and 

find solutions for a problem. It stimulate us to look at our individual key players how 

to bring them together in a way it creates a combined success.  

 

Thus by creating a strong organisation we must realize that an organisation is more 

than just creating effective exchange lines of information. It’s about understanding 

that unique people creates unique meanings (Searle, 2010). If we want to understand 

what’s going on. We need to investigate the dynamics of communication and the way 

they create an organisation, strategy and leadership. This paper will explain in depth 

how to recognize the dynamics and create co-creation in way the organisation can 

grow to a healthy future. 

 

✓ Which kind of model do you recognize in your current vision if we think 

about creating a meaningful organization?  
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RECOGNIZE AN EFFECTIVE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

STRUCTURE IS NOT ORGANISATION 

When structures need to be (re)organized it is easy to go back to a familiar well known 

structures of relationship that are close and trusted, our known kinship system. 

Kinship is a term that anthropologies use to clarify the most important things that 

groups of people have to deal with dividing power or paucity of supplies (Braun & 

Kramer, 2015).  Falling back to the known maybe in the past successful structures 

does not mean it is in the best interest of the vitality of our company. And corporate 

anthropology studies the formal organograms by how people talking informal about 

the structures (the narrative organogram). Both the formal organogram and narrative 

organogram supports the structure where the organisations culture can exist and 

develop (Braun & Kramer, 2015). Figure 5 illustrate deeply that communication 

defines an organisation and that the narrative organogram gives an explanatory 

framework how power, leadership, vision and strategy perform in real life. (Braun & 

Kramer, 2015). 

 

 
        Figure 6 The narrative organogram behind the formal organogram (Braun & Kramer, 2015). 

 “Community organizing is all about building grassroots support. It's about 

identifying the people around you with whom you can create a common, 

passionate cause. And it's about ignoring the conventional wisdom of company 

politics and instead playing the game by very different rules.” 

(Tom Peters, 2010) 
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As mentioned before, organising an effective communicative structure is more than 

just thinking about how to send and receive messages. Communication is the product 

of the combined efforts of the individuals. So what kind of role people around us have 

in a way how we successful organize our things? 

DEALING WITH INTERNAL DESIRE FOR POWER 

Covey (1997) says about this topic:  

 

‘An empowered organization is one in which individuals have the knowledge, skill, 

desire and opportunity to personally success in a way that leads to collective 

organizational success’.  

 

And this gives us a fundamental insight. It’s not the people that support the structures 

but the structures need to support the people, the individual so that the combined 

success of the individual defines the organisational success (Kor, Wijnen, & 

Weggeman, 2008). How do we achieve that? We have to go back to the basics, learn 

from cultures and explanatory theories of brilliant minds like Mintzberg.  

 

Mintzberg created an explanatory organisation structure that can help us to find or 

defines potential conflict within organisations. Mintzberg suggests that an 

organisation structure exists of six building blocks (Mintzerg, 2015):  

 

 
1. The Strategic Apex/Top  

- Example: Management Team. 

- Desire for power through 

 centralisation. 

 

2. The Support staff  

-   Example: HR and Development 

- Desire for power through 

 connection with Top and Middle 

 management. 

 

3. Technostructure  

- Example: team Administration  

- Desire for power through for 

 standardize like processes. 

 

4. Middle Line/Management 

- Example: Team managers 

- Desire for power through own 

 autonomy. 

 

5. Operating Core  

- Example: Employees work floor 

- Desire for power through 

 professionalize. 

  

 
Figure 7 Mintzberg explanatory organogram (Mintzberg, 2015) 
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Every building block in the organisation has its own desire for power. In the narratives 

you will hear about where the tension lies in de structures of the organisation and 

which of the building blocks strengthened or weakened the overall relationships. The 

reality is of course far more complex but it is good to simplify these principles to 

recognize the powers in an organisation.  

 

 
Figure 7 Mintzberg powers in the organisation (Mintzberg, 2015) 

POWER 1 THROUGH CENTRALISATION 

We often see this kind of power in the Management Team. And that’s not a strange 

logic because they can coordinate by direct supervision. They are responsible for the 

finance, execution of healthcare and the strategy. And if structures are simple and 

centralised you can control it (Mintzberg, 2015).  
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Strengths 

• Brings power in a top-down structure to 

achieve consistency with organizational 

objects. 

• Easier to implement common policies and 

practices for the whole business 

• Easier to coordinate and control from the 

centre e.g. budgets. 

Weaknesses 

• Lack of authority down the hierarchy may 

reduce manager motivation.  

• Increase burden on top Executive.  

• Autocracy 
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 Opportunities 

• Centralisation creates personal leadership in 

the market. 

• By centralisation you create less 

administrative cost, because you need less 
managers so that can by invested in e.g. 

innovation. 

Threats 

• Customer service does misses flexibility and 

speed of local decision making, creates 
distances to customer needs. 

• Centralisation retards the growth of 

organisation! Strategies of diversification, 

expansional programmes cannot be practical 

for organisation; as top management, already 

over-burdened with normal management 

work, can hardly find time to think in these 

directions. 
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POWER 2 THROUGH STANDARDIZING OF PROCESSES 

The second kind of power we often see in teams who facilitates the Administration, 

Finance and Quality. It’s a strong desire to coordinate things by standardization, like 

work processes (Mintzberg, 2015). 
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Strengths 

• Improve strategic and operational procurement 

processes by creating a more transparent and 
controlled end to end flow, reducing errors and 

removing waste (efficiency).  

• Cost reduction by efficiency 

• Excellent monitoring of communication/quality 

Weaknesses 

• Little reactivity and little flexibility 

• Obstacle to progress 

• Vulnerable for overhead problems 

(not effective, but efficient) 

• Vulnerable for control obsession 

• Not focused on problem solving but 

perfection on processes. 
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Opportunities 

• Cost reduction by efficiency can be invested in 

the weak spots of the organisation. 

Threats 

• Creating negative outcome by 

neglecting local needs 

• Lack of uniqueness 

• Disadvantages by strong local 

competition 

• Ineffective strategy execution 

• Innovation demands 

entrepreneurship! And won’t work 

in an area of standardized controlled 

environment (Mintzerg, 2015). 
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POWER 3 THROUGH STANDARDIZING OF SKILLS     

The third power you often see by the health care practitioner they want to perform 

well by professionalize their skills and make their work and client condition better! 

It’s a form of decentralisation, in healthcare it’s a hot item called self-regulating team. 

The reason why decentralisation is needed is that one person, in one centrum cannot 

oversee all decisions (Mintzberg, 2015).  
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Strengths 

• Facilitate organisational growth 

• Democratic management 

• Higher status of lower level manager 

• Light burden of top management 

• Facilitate management by exception  

 

Weaknesses 

• Lack of control by management 

• Lack of uniformity by decisions 

• Higher cost of administration  

• Dependence on the ability of subordinates 

• Divisions may become individualized and 

competitive and work against the best 

interest of the organisation. 

• Lack of consistency in decision making 

• Weakens Top management 

• Narrow approach to managing 

• Difficult coping with difference in quality 

among professionals (conflicts) 

• Less adaptive to new production of new 

output. 

• Not focussed on fixing problems but 

perfection in skills 
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Opportunities 

• Improve the quality of skills of the practitioner.  

Threats 

• By freedom ignoring the needs of clients or 

needs of the organisation. 

• Too much bottom up is destructive for 

strategy execution, effective adaption what 

market needs. Will influence the budget 
negatively 

• Innovation demands entrepreneurship! And 

won’t work in an area of standardized 

controlled environment (Mintzerg, 2015). 
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POWER 4 THROUGH AUTONOMY 

The fourth power you see often by the Team Managers. They want autonomy over 

their own unites that often brings them to structure the organisation by divisions. The 

divisions has the authority to run their own activities. They decide the output and 

formulize the strategy’s for the relevant markets (Mintzberg, 2015).  
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Strengths 

• Facilitate the dynamics of the market 

diversity 

• Strategical flexibility 

• Stimulate an efficient dividing of the 

capital. 

• Team managers will have space to 

manage. 

• Spread the risk control by market 

diversity. 

• Stimulate innovation 

• Stimulate cooperated culture 

Weaknesses 

• Divisionally is only possible if the 

technical systems (administration, quality) 

are efficient divided in the segments. 
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Opportunities 

• Diversity not only by product or service 

but also by customer and region. 

• Stimulate entrepreneurial culture 

• Top management can focus on and 

control the strategical portfolio. 

 

Threats 

• When top and middle management are not 

synchronised working in divisions will be 

ineffective 

• Disintegration by ineffective leadership!! 

 

POWER 5 THROUGH CONNECTION WITH TOP AND MIDDLE 

MANAGEMENT 

The fifth power you see often by HR and teams who are responsible for projects and 

development. They want influence by decision making processes and coordination of 

adjustments (Mintzberg, 2015)..  
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) Strengths 

• Focused on complex innovation and 

problem solving. 

• Adhocrate: for dynamic and complex 

environment. 

• Highly talented and educated employees 

are optimal facilitated. 

• Flexible adaptive structures organised 

around the needs of the market. 

Weaknesses 

• Top management must solve problems that 

will occur between the flexible structures. 

• The structures are sometimes unclear. 
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Opportunities 

• Top management can focus on external 

contact. 

• Adhocratie: conflicts and concurrencies 

are building blocks. 

Threats 

• When top management and environment 

agrees with more standardizing skills and 

processes the adhocratic will be ineffective.  
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WHEN A POLITICAL ARENA FACILITATE THE FIVE POWERS 

So when the formal organizational structures does not facilitate constructively the 

different kind of desire for power, tension and destructive energy will grow. 

Mintzberg (2015) says a political organisation defines this tension by chaos because 

the formal structures and/or the leaders do not facilitate the needs of customer and 

employee. Lack of leadership or a quitting strong leader cause often a battle for power 

among the different kind representatives of the powers (Mintzberg, 2015). 

 

WHEN AN EFFECTIVE ORGANISATION FACILITATE THE FIVE 

POWERS 

How do we create an optimal situation so the combined desire for power translate in 

organisational success? I studied more than 20 healthcare organisations who are 

operating in multiple sectors (WLZ, WMO, Youth, Judicial), growing in financial and 

innovative way. And I found out that we can see three keys at least in an effective 

organizational structure: 

1. The satisfied customer (core business and unique selling points) 

2. The satisfied talented employee (the right men on the right spot) 

3. The innovative culture (our structures and strategy executions are flexible 

enough to answer the demands of the markets) 

And several studies seems to support my analyses (Kemperman, Geelhoed, & op 't 

Hoog, 2016; Pijl, 2018) So I think we need a focus, a guideline that bring our 

organisation in an optimal track.  

▪ We need to realise what our core business is! (focus)  

▪ We need to realise what we left behind if our organisation does not exist 

anymore! (mission) 

▪ We need to realise how we create an optimal execution of our unique 

selling points (strategy and leadership) 
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Strengths 

• When top management is incompetent it is 

good some dissidents take decisions. 

Weaknesses 

• No coordination  

• By lack of leadership an unhealthy 

environment 

• Knowing and be good friends with top 

management is more important than 

how we execute a combined effort. 
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Opportunities 

 

Threats 

• By lack of structure it will damage the 

image of the organisation 
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Tom Peters (2016) and Jeff Coflin both well-known authority’s in the management 

field emphasised the work of Michael Raynor and Muntaz Ahmed authors of the book 

‘the Three Rules: How Exceptional Companies Think’. They say:  

‘We see a scary economy but a company can dominate by:  

▪ manage for value—not for EPS (Earnings per share); 

▪ get radically customer-centric; 

▪ keep developing human capital.’ 

We need to combine the five powers in a suited structure that provide:  

▪ A set of attributes that answer the needs of the  customer in a way that it 

creates value; 

▪ A way of planning and implementing that fits the market in an unique way; 

▪ Enough oxygen to invest in talented employees. 
 

We end this chapter with the focus on the customer.  So we can build further on 

managing by value and keep developing human capital in the chapters strategy and 

leadership. As we mentioned earlier we life in a disruptive time. A time that demands 

continually innovation to exist on a long term. The time of unfreeze-change-freeze is 

over (Pijl, 2018). Our market needs continually adaptive suppliers that can produce 

high quality of service and results on the right time. So if we think how we must 

organize our structures we should focus on the customer (Peters & Waterman Jr., 

2005). That make use to an conclusion: 

DEALING WITH EXTERNAL DESIRE FOR POWER: ‘BE CUSTOM CENTRED’ 

(KEMPERMAN, GEELHOED, & OP 'T HOOG, 2016) 

 
         Figure 8 Ideology: Customer centric organizing (Impacterp, 2018) 
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For a good diagnostical framework it is important that the circles around the customer 

must enforce the needs of the satisfied customer and in a way it also satisfied the 

employee. We must continuously know and monitor what the demands of the markets 

are locally, temporarily and on long term so we can connect ( (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, 

& Lampel, 2009; Pijl, 2018) and stimulate intrapreneurship (Peters & Waterman Jr., 

2005)! That’s why allot of our colleague organisation has a knowledge centre. MEE 

a health care organisation publish every year an article about the most urgent and 

important problems in Youth, WLZ and WMO. In their recommendation for 2019 

they say the following thing: 

See for more valuable information MEE provides the extra content. 

POWER 6 THROUGH SPIRITUAL WARFARE 

We try to simplify things in the logics we can comprehend so it has a zero 

measurement, can be repeated and can be hypothesized. I searched intensively for 16 

years to find the golden keys to make things sense. I am 32 years old. I love to study, 

it gives me joy and energy. Although its deliberating to understand at some level how 

things evolve over time. But its limited because the spirit of time can change the way 

we defines our analogy.  

And I think seeing the practice of spirituality is not only a part of culture. It shapes 

how an organisation or individual interact and make sense about what’s going on. 

Seeing things from a spiritual perspective brings communication to a deeper level. 

It’s my golden key for life! And the most important thing for me in life has not yet 

been widely acknowledge (by lack of quantities studies) in social science (at top 

maybe religious coping) as strong suggestion to consider when we talk about 

communication. The reality of the dematerialized life that’s exist parallel with the 

materialized world we living in. Structures where a psychiatric just diagnose as an 

unidentified energy but should reconsider the context of spiritual aspect for example 

by trauma disorders. (Neuner, et al., 2012).  Watchman Nee (2002) says in his book 

The Spiritual Man: 

‘There are three elements, your spirit, your soul and your body. The spirit can connect 

with the dematerialized world. The body connects with the materialized world. And 

the soul is the connector between the body and spirit’.  

I suggest to connect with the dematerialized world and to the materialized world 

because it makes though decisions in perspective. I do not know much about this topic 

but I do know they’re the most powerful aspects that defines and shapes our 

communication and it’s up to us how to deal with it!  

  

✓ Are the 5+1 powers in balance in our organisation?  

✓ What is needed to facilitate the powers in to a constructive cooperation? 

MEE (2018). 
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AN EFFECTIVE ORGANISATION IS EQUAL TO 1+1=3 

Back to science talk! It’s the chemistry between the musicians and their audience that 

makes a night of music unforgettable. The musician look in the crowd how they react 

on the melodic interpretations of their combined instruments and anticipates what 

connects or not. And same principle applies to healthcare practitioners and their 

crowd. It’s the art to find a way that all five powers brings synergy. Schildt & 

Perkmann (2016) defines those powers as  logics. Other researchers defines the 

synergy in an effective organisation as the ability to give oxygen to talent and an 

environment where fixed and flexible structures in the same organisation close to the 

needs of customers can accelerate to excellence (Peters & Waterman Jr., 2005). 

I am well aware that the described frame work is dominant social welfare orientated. 

And it is the reality that makes us aware that there are clear boundaries. You can’t fire 

or hire as needed if the financial budget doesn’t allow it. That makes organizing 

effective structures not only dynamic (flexible vs controlled structures) but also 

organic (flexible and controlled structures) (Frijde, 2017). An effective organisation 

search agility, balance and gives enough room to learn and grow (Pijl, 2018). 

Thus when we bring the described framework of recognizing an effective 

organizational structure in a perspective of shaping and creating social realities we 

can’t describe the golden key to success. Just a synthesized road map of paradoxical 

ideologies. Where strategy and leadership based on a supportive structure can define 

the quality of success or failure. The figure 1 below illustrate its wonderfully. Finding 

the best of the logics and combine it to an optimal not a maximized win situation 

(Fisher, Ury, & Patton, 2016) relevant for our stakeholders (Schildt & Perkmann, 

2016). 

 

For more information about six typical organisational structures see extra content.  
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RECOGNIZE A STRONG STRATEGY EXECUTION 

In the previous chapter we described some building blocks to recognize the dynamics 

of an effective organization in healthcare. The thus fare described framework 

(organizing effective structures) makes us realize there is no golden key to success. 

We describe an approach to find synergy between the logics and the bounded 

opportunities the customers, employees, structures, finance and market gives. But 

there is something very important going on in successful organisations of healthcare. 

They don’t only got an effective (narrative) organogram they also execute their 

strategy very successfully (Kemperman, Geelhoed, & op 't Hoog, 2016; Pijl, 2018). 

THE COMPETITIVE MARKET: ‘BE UNIQUE NOT THE BEST!’ 

One of my favourite books beside the Bible is: ‘The art of war’ of Sun Tzu. I have 

read the book so many times because it has so many deep insights in how to manage 

ideas, people and yourself. And when I started to read the books of Michael Porter 

(Magretta, 2012). I realised a great weakness in the Art of War. It is focused in being 

the best in a competitive world. And Michael Porter a professor on Harvard saw in 

many organisations not a strategy. And in some organisations he saw a strategy but 

focused on to be the best in a market with often all the destructive consequences. 

Michael Porter emphasise in all of his work that a company should not focus on be 

the best but on how to be unique in a competitive market. A Volkswagen does provide 

a set of needs of the customer like durability but a Volvo attract also a kind of 

customers because it provide a set of needs they need, like safety. And in healthcare 

the same principle rules. What make us unique? And how do we strategize it? 

Quinn (2003) says about this topic: 

‘A strategy is the pattern or plan that integrates an organization’s major goals, 

policies, and action sequences into a cohesive whole. A well-formulated strategy 

helps to marshal and allocate an organization’s resources into a unique and viable 

posture based on its relative internal competencies and shortcomings, anticipated 

changes in the environment and contingent moves by intelligent opponents’.  

And in the spirit of Sun Tzu you don’t need only a plan but also a set of tools to 

implement the plan, we must not see strategy as just a component of the bigger picture 

but as a definition how we create value for our customer and our legacy. So we are 

talking about a plan that needs to be implemented in a way it moves towards our 

formulated goals. Pijl (2018) calls this strategy execution. Strategy is not only a well 

written document. Its ‘everything’! Strategy defines our identity. And this is needed 

Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to victory, Tactics 

without strategy, is the noise before defeat. 

(Sun Tzu, 2016) 
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because the logics, the powers, structures and customer’s needs, need to meet each 

other, so a constructive circular feedback process can do her work. Berenschot calls 

this circular feedback process the strategical dialogue (Wieke, et al., 2012). Strategy 

is about choosing your focus, analyse the internal and external powers, oversee the 

options, finding a relevant translation, execution powerfully, decide by thrusts, 

monitoring adequately and making a responsible decision again. An endless circle of 

experimenting, failing, learning, success and celebrating.  

 
Figure 9 Process of strategy execution (Wieke, et al., 2012) 

And this process is constantly needed to repeat in all levels of the organization. The 

voice of the customer need to be potentialize by the leaders. The voice of financial 

threats need to bring leaders down to earth. The voice of the employee need to be 

concerned by leaders and those must be placed in a strategical dialogue in order it 

strengthen the organizational hybridization (see page 16 figure 1).  

CREATE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE BY STRATEGY EXECUTION 

Pijl (2018) described in his book: ‘Strategy=Execution’ a modern vision based on 

studies of more than 100 organisations. The success factors he distillates out of his 

findings are highly applicable. He emphasize that if you want continuity for your 

organization, start radically with creating competitive advantage by strategy 

execution! The difference between profit and loss is the execution strength of the 

organisation. Organisations who are excellent in strategy execution: 

▪ Achieve significant higher revenue, productivity and performances. 

▪ Realise 50% short time reduction in execution. 

▪ Realise 15-25% more goals. 
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SUCCESS FACTOR 1: 

DISTINGUISH ‘RUN’AND CHANGE’ 

Pijl (2018) repeatedly emphasize that organisations need to give strategy execution 

oxygen by making a difference between ‘run’ and ‘change’! 

When we think about ‘run’ we ask ourselves the question: ‘How good are we in 

realising our goals in our existing organisation: ‘managerial excellence’. The way 

we execute our daily management, in short ‘run’.  

When we think about ‘change’ we ask ourselves the question: ‘How good are we in 

realizing in changing our business in order to fit the customers need’. Like projects, 

programmes, intervene in the ‘line’ organisation, it’s called change management, in 

short ‘change’. 

Pijl (2018) suggest that in both planning and implementing you must make a 

difference between ‘run’ and ‘change’. By making the difference you make ‘run’ and 

‘change’ controllable and containable. Its sup optimal when there is no fundamental 

organisational difference between both. Too often the ‘line’ management execute all 

of the strategy execution while most of the execution issues need an own focus and 

approach. Pijl (2018) often sees people working in the ‘run’ environment making 

strategies or plans for both ‘run’ and ‘change’, but making plans and implementations 

demands a different kind of expertise. Expertise of the ‘change’ environment 

(customer, customer journey, market, change management)!   

Pijl (2018) conclude that project- and programmatic based working is the necessity to 

make strategy execution work. The weak point in his vision is that in reality the ‘line’ 

are often part of an innovative project or renewing program, by lack of finance or 

strategical choices. I want to suggest that when it goes about  projects, programmes, 

intervene in the ‘line’ organisation let it be coordinated by experts in project/change 

management (outside the ‘line’). 

What I do like in the vision of Pijl is not only the difference between Run and Change. 

But also the refinement of Change. He says 3 types of change need to be in balance 

to keep competitive in the market: 

1. Improvement of the existing business model 

▪ Stracciatella vision: the connection between WLZ and WMO and 

environment, standardizations of skills, creating credibility by 

customer. 

▪ To strengthen the position in market (short terms) 

2. Renewal of the existing business model 

▪ Stracciatella vision: radical change to reduce cost, productivity  and 

synergie (thinking as an intrapreneur)  

▪ To strengthen the position in market. (middle long terms) 

3. Innovation. A new business model 

▪ Stracciatella vision: working on a new product like Family House, 

Training House.  

▪ To survive and create a dominant position in market. (long terms) 
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So project and program management is not only for innovation (creating a new 

product) but this expertise should also be used in the improvement and renewal of the 

existing products and intervene with ‘line’ management.   

 

 
Figure 10 Run & Change (Pijl, 2018) 

✓ How can we be unique? (page 17) 

✓ How can we distinguish Run and Change in a way it strengthen the alignment 

of the organisation? (page 19) 

✓ How can we strengthen our strategy execution? (page 17-21) 

✓ What’s our vision on internalizing IDQ? (page 22) 

✓ Are we using the right tools and the right people to execute and create a 

strategy? 
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SUCCESS FACTOR 2: 

DO NOT BE TEMPTED INTO ONE-SIDEDNESS! 

Pijl (2018): ‘Stop with formulating long vision and strategy! Execution and agility 

are more important than manufacturability’  

In health care we see a market that is rapidly and radically changing. The revenue in 

WMO now and WLZ at a later stage will be shifting to paying by result and control 

of costs. Organisations have to do it with more and more paucity of finance, time and 

resources. So organisations need to make a continuously consideration in a changing 

market and short amount of time between strategical ambition and the ability to 

execution. How? By let go the old way of endless analysing market development, 

SWOT, planning how to grow, let go all of the old managerial thinking of creating 

stability in the organisation. It does not exist anymore and lead to shabby results! It’s 

a disruptive time Pijl (2018). So Pijl (2018) says in short: 

▪ Create a higher goal and a systematic search of trial, error and unexpected 

outcomes (Aris, 2016). 

▪ Make a compact strategy whereby the execution runs in short cycles. 

▪ Make a strategy that will be confront as soon as possible with practice that 

gives information which agility is needed to conduct an optimal execution of 

the strategy. 

▪ Strategy is a sharp definition of the challenges that’s waiting for us. 

▪ Strategy is a plan of action and a list of concrete coherent actions that result 

from it. 

▪ Strategy execution is bringing balance between top-down and bottom up. 

▪ Strategy execution  is bringing balance between hard elements (processes, 

structures) and soft elements (culture, behaviour and style of leaders and 

cooperation) 

▪ And make every year based on ‘that’ information a decisions of portfolio of 

initiatives.    

And that’s all this paper goes about bringing things in balance so we can build a 

competitive advantage. And it’s needed to see that dominantly bottom up way of 

organizing is a wrong way to develop. It’s a dangerous road to think all employees in 

the ‘line’ can analyse the needs of the markets and translate it to renewal, 

improvement and innovation. Employees needs clear frameworks. So strategy need 

to be made every 2-3 years with a compact blueprint with short cycles, work packages 

of analyse, design execution and a business case (Pijl,2018).  

A strong vision is necessary because its decisive for profitability. The profitability of 

an organisations with a strong and worn vision is 25% higher than an organisation 

with a lack of good vision (Collins & Porras, 2005).  

Agility is needed it’s the capability to adapt endlessly without changing. Researches 

find out that organisations with a great agility have 37% more revenue and 30% more 

growth then organisation who are not agile. So Agility corelate with profitable growth 

and is crucial factor for success (Unit, 2018). In practice, it is essential for the MT to 

go every month in a helicopter view to see where agility is needed. 
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SUCCESS FACTOR 3: 

MAKE DIGITAL INNOVATION A PRIORITY! 

If you want to survive as health care organisation we need to develop a digital 

innovation strategy, simply because our environment is digital and our customers use 

their telephones and internet as their second part of their body. If we want to reach 

our customers, digital innovation is the key (Belleghem, 2016).  Pijl (2018) suggest 

that an organisation need to develop the ability to accelerate in project based working, 

because coordination between processes, technology and people is needed. Pijl (2018) 

calls this ability the Innovation and Digital Quotient (IDQ).  Company’s need to 

internalize IDQ in their DNA by: 

▪ Create a chapter digital strategy: define the digital innovation for the 

coming years, with an output that innovative products and services 

delivers every year a  bigger benefit. 

▪ The digital vision and strategy needs to create movement: describe the 

customer journey/intimacy. What are the fundamental needs of our 

customers on local level?   

▪ Create value by working together with digital voluntary platforms, other 

digital tools of healthcare organisations, apps during services.  

▪ Digital innovation ask a strong top-down leadership, create a clear, well 

known and supported digital governance philosophy. A 1000 growing 

flowers does not create successes. It needs to be executed by the top 

management themselves (Pijl, 2018). 

▪ A fresh perspective on HR: imagine what make people ZZP-ers? Is it an 

own Tablet or more self-regulation on time? Identify the needs and try to 

give solutions! So people enjoy their work! 

▪ Marketing, marketing, marketing, give this discipline a place in top 

management, middle management, support staff and on the work floor. 

▪ Make digital innovation part of the culture. According to research 2/3 of 

the employees does not know the vision of the organisation (Pijl, 2018). 

 

 
 
         Figure 11 Prioritize digital transformation (Steinkamp & Mckeown)  
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RECOGNIZE A SUCCESSFUL LEADER 

Leadership is not a one-person job anymore its crucial for understanding organizing 

as it shapes groups and relationship and can be detected in practice . 

(Vuuren, 2018; Ganz, 2010) 

We end our previous chapter with seeking balance in a complex digital environment. 

Now we focus on recognizing a successful leader. Without a successful leader there 

is no effective strategy execution and without an effective strategy execution there is 

a great change the organisation won’t survive the next 5 years (Pijl, 2018). Quinn can 

explain the quote of Ganz (2010) by emphasizing a strong correlation between an 

effective organisation and the way leaders are able to find balance in an adequate use 

of multiple frameworks that fits a context (Tiggelaar, 2012; Quinn, Faerman, 

Thompson, McGrath, & St. Clair, 2010).   

The question Robert Quinn ask managers is: ‘How good are you in using managerial 

frameworks that’s fits the context?’.  

And I learned from practice that it is good to ask this question with a deep look in the 

mirror. Am I organizing the right things? And am I organizing the things right? 

(Drucker, 2002) 

A SUCCESFULL LEADER: AN ADAPTIVE INSTRUMENT 

Quinn distillates four models and eight manager roles.  

1. The rational purpose model 

 

- Goal: achieve control and focused on the environment outside 

- Needs a producer: engaged, task oriented, accomplish every goal. 

- Needs a manager; give vision, plans, goals, giving instruction, organize 

and delegate, making expectations clear. 

   

2. The intern process model 

 

- Goal: control and focused on the environment inside 

- Needs a coordinator: a good project manager, can create clear tasks, and 

has a good spin of control.  

- Needs an inspector: good insight of what’s going on in the organisation, 

he inspect, analyse and paying attention to details. 

 

3. The human relations model 

 

- Goal: flexibility and focused on the environment inside 
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- Needs a stimulator: encourage the intrinsic motivation, stimulate 

cooperation, build a team, facilitate the voice of the employees, honest, 

does not think in positions but in optimal interests.  

- Needs a mentor: focused on the development of the employees, he got 

knowledge of human nature, can communicate well, approachable. His 

aim is to bringing the best out of people. 

 

4. Open system model 

 

- Goal: flexibility and focused on the environment outside 

- Needs an innovator: people with vision, who sees the need of the market 

and can translate it in solutions.  

- Needs a mediator: focused on the relationship between the organisation 

and the market. Image, presentation, reputation are important.  

 

 
Figure 12 (Association, 2018) 

The four frameworks give us an insight which form of leadership is needed in which 

context. When flexibility and external focus is needed in the organization, don’t use 

managers but use innovators give them the space to use their intrapreneurial talents! 

I like the frameworks of Quinn because it also facilitate the way how we bring focus, 

synergy and kind of leadership between the 5+1 powers described in chapter 2 

organisation. For me it also emphasize the need to find balance in organizational 

changes. You need to invest in the right profile in the right place. But I am also aware 

of the weakness of applying these framework in practice because in reality the 

situation is far more complex then described. Because you work experienced people 

and inexperienced people. Very talented people on the right place and people who do 

not shine because they are not on the right place. That makes us come to situational 
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leadership (Blanchard, 2006). In short, leadership style depends on the intrinsic 

motivation and competence of the employee or organisation. Is the intrinsic 

motivation and competence low it need to be directed. Is the intrinsic motivation and 

competence high it need to delegated.  

 
Figure 13 Situational leadership by clarifying the context 

I don’t want to explain the situational leadership in dept because I expect that my 

readers have a deep insight and experience in leadership. But I want to describe it to 

emphasize leadership is situational and need to be divided to create a constructive 

social and situational reality. One person can’t be a sheep with five legs! I like this 

situational model because its challenge us in two ways:  

▪ What do we see if we look at our 

teams communication, administration, 

development, middle management 

(analyse & reflection)?  

 

▪ And do the leaders use the right 

form of leadership (analyse & 

reflection)?  

 

 

The work of Quinn and Blanchard shows us the importance of  adequate behaviour 

of a leader, it correlate directly with the way of executing the strategy, financial 

success or failure and a constructive narrative organisation (Pijl, 2018). So if we think 

about recognizing a successful leader it is important to emphasize that you start with 

the right person on the right place! There is too much at stake!  

Figure 3 (Deberah, 2018) 
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SUCCESS FACTOR 4: 

MAKE WHO MORE IMPORTANT THEN WHY, HOW AND WHAT! 

The most important success factor is the right person on the right place (Collins, 2001). 

Not how he talks about his work but how he act in his work. We all know this is true. 

How long do we see that loyalty sometimes overdue the fact that someone is not fit 

on the right place? You can be chosen as president of the United States of America 

but that doesn’t mean people will follow you! Remember the (narrative) organogram? 

The real divided power is not in the formal organogram but in the narrative 

environment! If there is no constructive narrative organogram there is no effective 

leadership and vice versa. And if there is no effective successful leadership there is a 

good change you toxic the organisation and thereby the quality of service (Pijl, 2018).  

Managing by authority & Leadership by power 

DeRue, D. S., & Ashford, S. J. (2010) propose leadership is co constructed by a 

claiming-granting process about leadership and followership.  

 

  

I like the picture above because it’s not only an abstract way of how leadership and 

followership will be created but it is also a model that is applicable in practice. The 

formal organogram gives a boundary or authority between Person A and Person B but 

it’s to person B to accept this claim of leadership. If you want to continue your job I 

advise you to grand the formal leadership by mind. But that doesn’t mean a formal 

leader also have power. Power is granted by a leader-follower relationship by heart. 
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So my questions are: ‘Who can be the most successful and effective leader? The 

person with authority or the person with power?’ 

 

Do we understand that our employee is our most important customer? Do we 

understand that if we they don’t grant power there is no effective organisation! There 

is no effective leadership you’re at tops a talented manager leading a controlled 

sinking ship!   

You remember the chapter: ‘recognize the new wine’? A good chance a talented 

manager with only authority works transactional, making goals and communication 

lines effective. But is not influencing the deeper parts, he is not constitutes a 

constructively organizational life of opportunities. A good leader makes good 

strategies, creates satisfied customers and is transformational  (Peters T. , 2010; 

Kemperman, Geelhoed, & op 't Hoog, 2016). And if you feel you are not granted 

power by your claim of leadership something is going on! I believe power is granted 

by a personality that’s find synergy with the other person. To create synergy between 

person A and person B emotional intelligence is needed (Pijl, 2018). Pijl (2018) gives 

us a deep insight in practice. He suggest that in the top management there is a lot of 

hardworking talent but what makes them different in excellence? It’s their emotional 

intelligence, the wisdom of self-reflection, empathy, the ability to connect people 

whether you like them or not and observant exceptional well (Pijl, 2018). And I think 

its connected with servant leadership, who facilitate a sense of community, motivate 

the best in others. And I think it’s what Collins means with the level 5 leadership, a 

focus on the long term success combined with modesty and determination (Collins, 

2001).  

To make it more practical ‘employability’ is an important keyword. It is the 

responsibility of all parties to develop. If an organisation and employee does not offer 

enough to each other, it is necessary to talk normally and timely about it. If needed 

fire people, decisive and thoughtfully. Because every ex-employee is also an 

ambassador. 

Followership: Involvement is the fuel to higher profitability 

Involved employees contribute greatly by achieving strategical goals, profitability, 

maintaining talents, absenteeism, productivity and employee satisfaction (Pijl, 2018). 
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The question is: ‘How do we create more engagement and involvement in our 

organisation?’ Pijl (2018) gives some tips: 

▪ Be attractive: in our products, leadership, employees, daily work. If they are 

attractive, our organisation will be attractive. Deliver an inspirational vision! 

Explain to the Backoffice and teams why our work is so important and why 

some initiatives are necessary tell them the real WHY (Rimm, 2018). (see for 

practical information extra content) 

▪ Good leadership is more servant then charismatic. Be authentic, be 

predictable, have a granting attitude, caring, challenge them. Be charitable 

and unrelenting; recruit strict, manage light and be personal!  

▪ Involve the right people in new initiatives and give them responsibilities. 

▪ Emphasize the positivity!  

▪ Invest intensively in relationships! 

▪ Invest in HR: recruiting, rewarding, organisational development but most 

important talent management. Ask HR to make 1 a4 with the most important 

names to keep in the organisation and a menu card with development actions. 

▪ Judge and reward not only quantitative and financial. Money is the most 

expensive way to motivate people. But give opportunities to develop, 

personal attention, good coaching, feedback, respect, equality,  inspiration 

and give compliments. Deliver goals and passion for the employee that serve 

the collective ambition because involvement is nothing without alignment. 

I am not a great fan of bottom up thinking and people who say: ‘I give my teams all 

the space to fix things by themselves’. It’s a sign of not understanding how complex 

our environment is. I don’t say bottom up thinking is a destructive way of managing 

people on contrary, I think bottom up input need to be encouraged. But if we think 

about strategical changes it does not need to be honoured. A leader needs to give a 

clear strategical boundary, stick with it and explain it. And within, there is space for 

bottom up involvement. Pijl (2018) emphasize this by saying:  

‘It’s wrong to think every involvement in the organisation is good!’ 

There something like destructive involvement and employee satisfaction tests are not 

a causal reason to think the employee are engaging in a constructive way of moving 

a way that’s benefits the collective goals (Graber, 2018). See for more tips the extra 

content. 

Exemplary followership: ‘a constructive disruptive employee’.  

Kelley (1998) suggest the following definition:  

▪ Exemplary followership means begin actively engaged in helping the 

organization succeed while exercising independent, critical judgement of 

goals, task, potential problems, and methods.  

▪ Exemplary followers have the ability to work cooperatively with a leader to 

accomplish the organization’s goals even when there are personality or 

workplace differences. They are key players in both planning courses of 

action and implementing them in the field. 
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▪ This definition contrast with what the average person thinks followership is: 

a work behaviour that shows managers and co-workers that ‘I know how to 

toe the line and not threaten the leader, take orders without question, and 

stick to the boundaries of my job description.’ 

It’s important to reflect as leader what are my internal belief systems (how must my 

colleague behave in relation to my function), are they moving to co creation and does 

it create synergy with my colleagues? It brings top-down management and bottom up 

management in perspective.   

✓ What is my definition of exemplary followership and does it fit in the definition 

of Kelley? How can we create space for exemplary followership? 

✓ What are the key elements of a successful leader? (p. 23-30) 

✓ Which elements of leadership does our organisation need at this point? (p. 23-25) 

✓ Are the right people on the right key position? 
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SUCCESS FACTORS 5: 
MAKE STRATEGY EXECUTION YOUR NUMBER 1 PRIORITY! 

Last year I was at a meeting. Old grey people mixed with some young people like me 

sitting in a circle on behalf of our organisations. Then a manager of the government 

ask us: ‘We got a big problem, how do we help people who doesn’t fit in regular 

health care?’ The conversation went in an early stage to the most beautiful analyses, 

all where nodding. Then a young lady said something I never forget: ‘You guys can 

talk with your fancy abstract words but where is the client in your story, where is the 

action and the willingness to do something about it?’ It stunned me and made me 

realize that at the end it all goes about executing your strategy: ‘do, do, do! You won’t 

achieve goals with only good strategical goals on paper! 

According to Pijl (2018) every member of the top management needs to master 

‘operational intensity’, it needs to define his profile. Operational intensity stands for 

effective and efficient involvement in all levels of the organisation so needed change 

can be executed well. 

Rockwell (2014) says successful strategical leaders always emphasize what is 

absolutely necessary, bringing focus and simplicity. They formulate strategical goals 

clear and simple often in three to five points. Successful leaders are masters in 

bringing systematically focus and saying NO.  

Pijl (2018) suggest that modern leaders has 12 absolutely necessary competencies: 

▪ Strategical and analytical strong. In analysing the market, the organisation 

and in deciding which direction the organisation must go. 

▪ Knows to translate the how, what, why and can create a sense of excitement 

and a sense of urgency.  

▪ Has an entrepreneurship mentality.  

▪ Works systematically to strength the execution, ownership and realising of 

goals. 

▪ Simplify, create and force decisions, can think multidisciplinary.   

▪ Believes in the intellect of the collective and objectivity decision making. 

▪ Build trust in the organisation by openness, integrity and constantly 

connecting. 

▪ Has power granted by employee. Is a craftsman!  

▪ Constantly developing himself, if the leaders doesn’t develop them self, great 

chance the organisation don’t develop. Has a hunger for feedback!  

▪ Is curious has more questions than answers. 

▪ Does not praise bottom up thinking and has an eye for details. 

▪ Choose for 20% strategy and 80% execution. It’s a natural reflex to think 

conceptual but to create value for the customer execution is needed.  

For more in depth see extra content. 
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SUCCESS FACTORS 6: 
CREATE VALUE BY RISKMANAGEMENT  

We cannot end the explanatory framework without giving good attention to risks 

management in a way we constructively organize, conduct/execute our strategy, 

vision and leadership. Standardization is needed to bring things in perspective (Pijl, 

2018). You can’t endless develop new innovative products without taking care of the 

finances. If we look from a cultural anthropology perspective. The Bible says:  

▪ Invest wisely how you use the talents (finance) I have trusted you! 

Stewardship! (Matthew 25: 14-30)  

▪ When you build a tower (project) know how much stone you got! (risk 

management) (Lucas 14: 28-30). When  you go at war (strategy execution) 

know who your enemies are (market) and anticipate (leadership) (Lucas 

14:31-32).  

 

The government of England brought the best managers and scientist together to design 

a workable way of managing organisational change and project based working. The 

result is Prince2. Prince2 is one of the most effective way to manage organizational 

and project based risk.  We say a business cases need to be viable.  How do we check 

that? By measuring and weighing time, costs, benefits,  scope and quality. Developing 

a good risk management strategy by ownerships and registers creates opportunities to 

improve, renew and innovate the organisation. Prince2 clarifies potential risks as a 

valuable asset by which a boarder can choose to (dis)continue a product/project. 

(Mark van Onna, 2010). 

 
           Figure 15 Strategy and Risk Management (Oduwole, 2018) 

Risk is not a negative concept, risk is necessary in 

order for opportunity to exist. It can be a deterrent to 

competition, leaving the risk taker to take advantage.   

Karim Farag (2018) 
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At my opinion strategy and risk management are needed to create quality in the 

execution. You can have a higher goal to create a engaged environment on local level 

but if there are no qualified talented employees it will fail. You can see the need of 

the youth in the Netherlands and want to build a new building, but if this influence 

our financial account weaken our liquidity position badly and with high impact if it 

fails it can have effect on our contracts of our current products because you need a 

healthy solvability. So for me I see risk management as communication it is creating 

social realities that cannot be ignored and need to be implement in our way of strategy 

execution. The figure 1 below is great example of it. 

 

Strategy and Risk Management (Oduwole, 2018) 

I see three ways to manage risk. On a macro, meso and a micro level.  

First we need to standardize a constructive macro risk management. The organisation, 

her finances, vision, her strategy and her leadership and her processes (see for 

practical information extra content) 

Second we need to standardize a constructive meso risk management by dividing the 

products in relative area. For example Groningen, wrap your product together in an 

area because you’re working for the same local government, often same organisations 

try to do the same in that area. So what are the risk of the combined products/services 

in the area.  

Third we need to standardize a constructive micro risk management by looking local 

at team level, product, project, or an account.  
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I see them also hierarchical because when the risks at micro risk management damage 

the macro risk management badly it need to be avoided, limited, focused or managed. 

The risk management should also been a priority at monthly bases in the top 

management agenda. We need to clarify, simplify and diagnose the risk in importance 

and urgency so we can conduct a right decision.  The figure below does described it 

well.  

 
                  Figure 16 Place Risks in Urgency and importance (Bafokeng, 2018) 

Creating new innovate products and services are absolutely necessary to survive 

coming years. But if you want to create value on the long term it has to be hand in 

hand with good risk management, it is the only way to create value in a balanced way.  

 
Figure 17 Strategy and Risk management creates value (Bafokeng, 2018) 

✓ How can we create value by risk management? 

✓ Are we using the right tools to combine strategy and risk 

management? 
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THE EXPLANATORY FRAMEWORK IN PRACTICE 

Peter Drucker (2008) has been labelled in the press as the man who invented 

management. His book: ‘Managing Oneself’ was originally an article published in the 

Harvard Business Review and was then published as a short book. I love his books 

and deep insights in management. But for me the most precious lesson he gave me is 

the reflection of am I doing the things right or am I doing the right things. The man 

who is focused on doing the right thing avoids competing for power, status and 

recognition but seeks the interest for the organisation and their people, gives direction 

motivates and inspire. The question Drucker once asked:  

 

‘If people take away your titles, your formal position, will the people still follow you?’ 

 

Effective organizations, effective leadership, effective strategies are built on the 

combined success of the individuals who grant the claims of their leaders. I have 

thought about it for a long time.  Mintzberg (2015) once said: ‘Organizational 

effectiveness does not lie in that narrow minded concept called rationality’. I will not 

emphasize that organisation must be depended on strong authentic people because 

when they leave, structures will crumble. I talk about the process how the narrative 

organogram creates a social reality that moves to constructively. What I think is that 

managers need to be leaders in health care if they want to be effective! And this paper 

gave some fuel to think, to shape and bring it in practice. The described framework 

gave us an overview of the latest communicational insights with critical notes how to 

survive in a strong changed environment. For me some keywords are absolute 

necessary to focus on when we are thinking about creating and maintaining an unique 

organisation: 

 

▪ Create strategical alignment between the 5+1 powers  (see page 8) 

▪ Be customer centred      (see page 15) 

▪ Execute strategy effective     (see page 18) 

▪ Take digital innovation serious    (see page 23) 

▪ Place the right person on the right place    (see page 27) 

▪ Standardize risk management in all processes   (see page 32) 

  

Management is doing the things right; leadership is 

doing the right things.  

(Drucker P. F., 2002) 
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Wrap it all together and you have a synthesized business approach that creates 

uniqueness, satisfied customer, satisfied employee and above all value creation. On 

the internet I found a very practical simple structure to simplify the described building 

blocks. 

 
  Figure 18 The business approach (Fischer & Duane, 2018) 
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THE ORGANISATIONAL DIAGNOSE OF ORGANISATION X 

The explanatory framework personalized on the Organisation X is conducted. Now 

we want to look in a qualitive and quantitative way where Organisation X stands if 

we think about strategy, leadership and vision in a way they shapes a constructive or 

destructive dynamics.   

There are a lot of points the service centrum, management and professionals on the 

work floor reported but for the readability I summarize the risk with the highest 

impact and urgency: 

STRATEGY 

The top 4 points during the stracciatella meetings among 59 employees:  

1. We don’t know the vision and the strategy of the top management 

2. Almost nobody could translate the strategy of Organisation X in practice 

3. There is a weak connection between the local teams and the headquarter 

4. Lack of knowledge about how to conduct an effective strategy execution 

The top 3 points during meetings among back office: 

1. There is no strong alignment between the top management, middle 

management, service centrum and the way we innovate. 

2. No balance between bearing load and bearing capacity 

3. A weakened (financial) liquidity position 

 

LEADERSHIP 

The top 4 points among the middle management: 

1. What headquarters wants doesn’t work in practice: self-regulating team, 

balance scores card. 

2. We miss clear boundaries of our roles 

3. I feel often not supported/coached by the top management 

4. My teams are showing change fatigue. 

VISION 

The top 4 weaknesses of the vision Organisation X: 

1. Focus on being the best in health care of spiritual, soul, body. 

2. The current vision is vague, lose his inspirational glue. 

3. Missing the connection between vision and brandmark positioning.  

4. Weak connection between vision/brandmark position and the business model. 
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RESULTS STRATEGY EXECUTION 

  

 
 Results 1 Principal scores PFZ 

The results about how good Organisation X is in running its normal daily operations 

and can change to the market are strongly divided. But almost all results (n=7) shows 

we perform below the Turner norm that is needed to execute run and change effective. 

The participants between the different departments can explain the strongly divided 

results. Also the comparison with other organisations can explain the strongly divided 

results. 

The result about how good Organisation X is at the soft side of strategy execution 

(point 4) is steady above the benchmark and around the Turner Norm (n=7).  

The result about how good Organisation X is at the hard side of strategy execution is 

below the benchmark and below the Turner Norm (see point 3). 
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Results 2 Archetypes of PFZ 

The result of the analyse shows the organisation is orientated on the soft side of how 

we conduct strategy execution. That suggest there is in the management a high 

engagement and determination to makes necessary changes and execute strategical 

goals. The pitfalls can be: 

▪ Lack of motivation by product implementation. Keep the fire 

burning (intrinsic motivation) and keep the alignment strong 

when a project change in a product.  

▪ To less focus by too much projects and real renewal! Make a 

strong strategy just a few a4 by the top management (ownership), 

experts (supportive) who knows the market and by those who can 

bring it in perspective by risk management. 

The archetypes suggest we can bring some improvement to bring balance by 

focussing what is needed on the hard side: 

▪ Create a strong strategical alignment and standardize the goals. 

▪ Bring balance between innovation and risk management 

▪ Make clear supportive customer centred structures 
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           Results 3 Run scores 

If we look further on the daily management we see Organisation X performing above 

average on HR, culture, knowledge management, products and services and ICT. The 

results were strongly divided but if we analyse all results together (n=7) we perform 

under the average at simplicity and effective conducting a mission, vision and strategy, 

structures and the way we execute leadership.  

 
  Results 4 Change scores 

If we look further on the change management and we compare it with the benchmark. 

I suggest we can make some improvement in alignment!     
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            Results 5 Most important determinants 

Important determinants are: 

▪ HR: above average 

▪ Mission vision strategy: below average 

▪ Leadership: below average 

▪ Be connected with the market: average (fragile) 

▪ Structures: below average 

Based on the interviews it is urgent that we pay attention to our structures, strategy, 

mission and vision! 

CONCEQUENCES FOR  ORGANISATION X 

 

Based on the analyses and the explanatory frame work I ask the organisation two vital 

questions:   

▪ Which organizational form is suited for the coming 10 years?  

▪ How do we translate our DNA to our internal processes?  

If you want a deep insight and full loaded answers I kindly advice to read the whole 

paper. The paper contains tools and building blocks to recognize and build an 

effective organisation. Based on my research I want to focus on the two most urgent 

and important advice I can give. 
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Advise 1: Strengthen the Top Management with a Strategical Marketeer   

The market has changed! We are not certain of continuity of customers (client, 

employee, local initiatives, organisations)! We do not know if we survive the coming 

10 years! Customers are looking on the internet for reviews. Switching to new 

organisations happens in a high frequencies. On local level there is a growing strong 

competition among continuously lowered budget.   

You need to perform unique and well enough to survive! If we want to build an 

effective organisation focused on the market with a strong strategy, inspired 

alignment and effective risk management. I suggest to bring an extra person in the 

primary management. A person who mastered all products our organisation offers and 

can translate the trends in strategy, brings a strong tie between the market (our core 

business) and can advise and take responsibility to lead innovation and needed 

customer centred adaption of the organisation. We need someone who bring the vision, 

strategy and execution in a perspective of brand marketing. Because strategical 

marketing is the key in the future to stay financial healthy and effective.  

Not a coca cola button thinking! But what is needed to survive and be unique as 

organisation and translate it in strategical plans balanced with his colleagues director 

health care and director finance, three advisors who give the CEO the information he 

needs to make responsible decisions.  Someone who knows how to conduct an 

effective strategy execution, who defines, stimulate value creation by simplicity and 

attractivity.  

My advice: 

▪ Strengthen the Top Management with a Strategical Marketeer. It will create 

value on long terms.  
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Strengths 

Connects the market and the organization on a  

strategical level. 

 

Strategical movement in the organisation to be 

unique and agile. 

 

Weaknesses 

If it is not a generalist who connects with people it 

can bring tension rather synergy in the organization. 

 

To strengthen the primary management can mean 

extra financial costs.   
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Opportunities 

Can bring focus in urgent and important (digital) 

innovations. 
 

Can stimulate financial growth by strategical 

alignment and creating strategical value creation.  

Threats 

Too much captains brings a destructive balance in 

the original leadership positions.. 
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Advise 2: Create a geographical based structure 

Build our organisation customer centred by strengthen our strategical alignment. It’s 

a vital supportive building block from which leadership and strategy can be executed 

effectively. The execution of the same product in Rotterdam is different from Noord 

Veluwe! Because every city got his own specific problems and culture! Every local 

government and regional health insurance defines the product locally and by region. 

So strategy need to be conducted locally and by region! Bringing an extra member in 

the MT to divide products will be an effective way to send and receive messages but 

it will not create a strong solution on long terms that brings alignment in the 

organisation and in an order it fits the needs of the employee and the client. The 

market demands connection between WLZ/WMO/Youth in a way they strengthened 

each other. So the connections with the customer begins at local/regional level.  

In order to create and stimulate an environment where a team wants to work and  is 

attractive for the local customer you need to manage on local level. Invest heavily on 

the team managers. So they got the tools and targets to facilitate an optimal team 

formation, be the attractive local face for other organisations and translate the 

organizational strategy in operational goals.  Don’t give bottom op, self-regulating 

teams to much space. Research shows it is ineffective! 

There is someone needed who can oversee the processes and products that are 

executed by the local team managers and can make the translation/connection of the 

strategical goals to tactical goals. Who strengthen the account management of team 

managers. He does not have to execute them but he need to stimulate an environment 

in which the organizational goals can be achieved agile and effective! He is the linking 

pin on behalf of the MT, Service Centrum and Team managers. Who is an expert in 

organizational dynamics, understand the products and can advise and lead important 

improvements, renewals and innovations. 

My advice:  

▪ Strengthen the organisation by two strategical managers.  

▪ If needed find the right profiles (see chapter recognize a successful leader) 

for a director north and a director south. 
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Strengths 

The top management can focus on the vision, 

strategy and quality of the organization dynamics 
and have space to focus on important details! 

 

The strategical manager are the advisors and 
strategical executioners of the MT. They translate 

the needs of the customer in innovation. 

Weaknesses 

Geographic organizational structures work best with 

strong leadership in a company, in which 

management and employees share a vision 
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Opportunities 

Create rest in the organisation by defining roles 

and solve the needs of the local managers and 

teams.  

Create the necessary connection between Run and 

Change.  

Threats 

There need to be a strong connection between the 

middle management and top management because 

autonomy can derive from strategical courses the 

CEO want to take! 
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PERSONAL REFLECTION  

 

This paper brought me a lot of excitement and joy. I really wanted to understand the 

concept of leadership, vision, strategy. I read and selected the most relevant books 

and papers to conduct a framework that explain the dynamics of Organisation X with 

two advices that are most vital at my opinion for the organisation.   I think I enjoyed 

this paper allot because I felt it gave me so much wisdom, lessons and insights. I 

recognize dynamics in an organisation and can bring it from multiple perspectives in 

an explanatory framework so I can conduct an advice build on a strong foundation.  

I wanted to understand the dynamics of Organisation X because we are at a stage of 

reorganisation. And it makes me very happy that I achieved a deep strategical insights 

of communication. I can look at Organisation X at an helicopter view and sees the 

determinants of her organizational dynamics how they interact in past, present and 

what can happen if things change. This paper gave me an unique acquired skill that 

will strengthen my spin of control in my daily work as advisor and health care 

developer.  

I see myself as the greatest criticizer of my own work and I realize the diagnose of 

Organisation X has a questionable internal validity. If you want to do it right you have 

to make a standardization and well-presented results of all kind of teams. But for the 

time sake and the boarders of the assignment I choose this form. If the company want 

a strong correlation between the variables I can conduct an in depth measurement. 

But based on the interviews I think the diagnose are thrustable, a signal to be taken 

seriously.  

A leader have a hunger for feedback. I hate reflection because 10 years ago when I 

followed a study I had to reflect three times a week. At work I learned it is vital to 

reflect, to be honest to yourself and bring light in the things you know or not yet know 

all to grow intellectual and spiritual. I need others and I need to take time to take care 

for myself for a healthy introspection.  

I like to talk on an abstract level because it give flexibility and possibilities to 

distillates multiple solutions. But I also know people around me sometimes think that 

I am  thinking difficult or complex. I realize simplicity is a tool to level with others, 

strengthen your advice and make it comprehensible. Bringing back advices to 1 a4 

compact frameworks, building up friendship/constructive work relations, pay good 

attention by background, education of my colleague, role in the organisation are 

needed to level adequately.  

I feel sometimes very lonely. Because I know I am not a regular guy. Always thinking 

out of the box, intrapreneurship, best working without boundaries. An unstoppable 

hunger for knowledge. My heart beats excited when things get complex, situations 

with high impact and urgency occur. I like account management where I often meet 

other organisations at meetings. Smart people gathered in a competitive market who 

want to position there organisation in a way it succeed. And I learned that there is a 

lot at stake in those meetings for our organisation. It’s not only a good chat. It is chess! 

Where you need to choose the strongest strategy, give, take, find cooperation and 
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good will so it strengthened the position of the organisation in the area. You need to 

invest in yourself. And use yourself as a tool to strengthen the organizational 

uniqueness in the market and connect! And I learned my weakness lies in the small 

things, don’t give me administrational tasks. I need people around me who are good 

at it! I don’t need to be important, I don’t want to think in position but in terms of 

value. How can we create an optimal win-win situation. That gives me a relaxed 

feeling.  I think co creation is my definition for coming years. All of my experience, 

knowledge need to be used not as a library but need to bring constructive results in 

cooperation with others. I want to be of value for my colleagues, the market and above 

all the customer.  

I learned also another thing that can be my pitfall and that’s the principle 20% strategy 

and 80% execution. Be compact in conceptual thinking and put all effort in execution 

bring the strategy in practice so agility can bring the right perspectives. 

My job is at this moment to give the MT relevant information so that they make a 

wise decision. I hope this paper will serve his purpose. 
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EXTRA CONTENT 

 

SIX TYPICAL ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURES 

 

(Hubspot, 2018) 

 

(Hubspot, 2018) 
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DE MODERNE LEIDER: 12 NOODZAKELIJKE COMPETENTIES  
(PIJL, 2018)   

 

1. Is strategisch en analytisch sterk. In analyses van mark ten organisatie 

en in het bepalen van richting. 

 

- Kiest scherp en concretiseert 

- Is zelf een vakman op het terrein van zijn organisatie 

- Ziet trends en verbanden binnen en tussen markten en weet wat 

die betekenen voor Eisen aan innovatie en concurrentiekracht. 

- Kan multidisciplinair denken en handelen. 

- Identificeert en agendeert de problemen, de wicked assignments, 

die moeten slagen. 

- Eist en faciliteert scherpe analyses en oplossingen die 

doorbraken genereren. 

 

2. Weet het waarom, hoe en wat appellerend over te brengen, op een wijze 

die zowel ‘sense of excitement’ als ‘sense of urgency’ creëert. 

 

- Relateert elk vraagstuk consistent aan de betekenis voor de klant, 

de doelen en de medewerkers. 

- Zorgt dat medewerkers voldoende motivatie kunnen ontlenen 

aan de doelen. De sociale wetenschapper Danah Zohar ontdekte 

dat managers en medewerkers vijf soorten impact nastreven: op 

de maatschappij, op de organisatie, op de klant, op hun collega’s 

en op zichzelf. 

 

3. Heeft een ondernemersmentaliteit. 

 

- De organisatie volbrengt een missie. En is niet naar de volgende 

maandcijfers aan het toewerken. 

- Het belangrijkste bestaansrecht zijn klanten en medewerkers, op 

het obsessieve af. 

- Gedraagt zich als het zijn eigen onderneming is. 

 

4. Vereenvoudigt en bevrijdt. 

 

- De inhoud. Liever drie heldere ideeën goed implementeren dan 

zeven slecht. Dat begint bij het eenvoudig genoeg houden van de 

inhoud en daarmee van de communicatie ervan in de executie. 

- De omstandigheden. Er bestaat een professionele bureaucratie 

van meestal goed bedoelende staven en meedenkers die executie 

kan verstikken door een deken van bemoeienis en regels.  
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5. Werkt systematisch aan het uitbreiden van de executie en het daarvoor 

benodigde eigenaarschap en het realiseren van de doelen.  

 

- Doet wat nodig is om de belangrijkste strategische initiatieven te 

conditioneren voor succes. 

- Mobiliseert een brede coalitie van eigenaren voor de doelen en de 

executie ervan. 

- Introduceert modern methoden van innovatie met veel ruimte voor 

experimenten en falen. 

- Is extreme resultaat en is executiegericht. Beloont doeners en laat zien 

dat analytische focus resultaatgerichtheid op de korte termijn niet hoeft 

uit te sluiten. Gaat het ene moment mee de diepte in, hakt het andere 

moment knopen door over maatregelen voor de prestatieverbetering in 

het komende kwartaal. Onderkent dat het ‘hoe’ van strategie executie 

heel belangrijk is geworden. Besteedt een groot deel van zijn tijd aan 

sturen op afstemming. 

- Excelleert in omgaan met valse dillema’s en stuurt op het juiste 

evenwicht tussen top-down en bottom-up. Korte en lange termijn, 

resultaat en verbinding, feiten en vertrouwen. 

- Straalt vertrouwen en optimisme, maar net zo goed realisme uit. Volgens 

Colin Powell gaat leiderschap over het overbrengen van betekenis terwijl 

je moraal en moed uitstraalt. 

- Is net zo wendbaar als vasthoudend. En heft de wijsheid om te bepalen 

wat wanneer nodig is. 

- Is net zo motiverend en relativerend als koppig. 

- Gaat voorop in concretisering van de oplossingen en gaat de extra mile 

in executie.  

- Besteed buitengewoon veel aandacht aan afmaken en borging. 

- Zorgt dat iedereen leert van de executie. Hijzelf als eerste. 

 

6. Creëert en forceert besluiten en doorbraken. 

 

- Grote leiders zijn bijna altijd grote vereenvoudigers die op enige moment 

de discussie doorklieven en een oplossing aanreiken die iedereen begrijpt. 

- Durft te twijfelen bij besluiten. Maar weet date r geen moeilijke besluiten 

zijn: of het verschil is zo groot dat het duidelijk is, of zo klein dat het niet 

uitmaakt. 
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7. Gelooft in het intellect van het collectief en objectiveert zo 

besluitvorming.  Hoe kun je subjectieve besluitvorming voorkomen: 

 

- Verandert het analyseperspectief frequent. Dat voorkomt gijzeling, 

door senior belanghebbenden die op basis van ervaring en analogieën 

hun mening doordrukken. 

- Differentieert tussen actie en reflectie. Het eerste doen als het tweede 

nodig is, is funest. 

- Kiest verandering als de beste optie. Omdat mensen vooral verlies 

willen voorkomen is de kans groot bij de status quo te blijven. 

- Brengt alle uiteenlopende belangen samen. Dat voorkomt dat je 

gegijzeld wordt door enkele. 

- Brengt diversiteit in het debat. Dat houdt het debat gaande. 

Afwezigheid van debat is dodelijk.  

 

8. Bouwt vertrouwen door open, integer en steeds in contact te zijn. 

 

- Adresseert elk noodzakelijk onderwerp, positief en negatief. 

- Creëert verbinding, een succesfactor voor de moderne leider. Een 

leider moet met iedereen kunnen verbinden. Ook met mensen die je 

niet mag, als er maar een gezamenlijk doel is.  

 

9. Heeft gezag en net genoeg paranoia. 

 

- Heeft gezag en autoriteit door zijn expertise, ervaring en open 

samenwerkende houding. 

- Heeft de veeleisende hygiëne van leiderschap onder de knie die nodig 

is om überhaupt volgers te hebben. Is in staat een gemeenschappelijk 

doel te articuleren en zorg voor enthousiasme, authenticiteit, 

betekenis. Hij laat daarbij ook nog eens voorbeeldgedrag zien: hij 

vermijdt manipulatie en grofheid en is betrouwbaar. 

- Heeft zijn ‘checks & balances’ georganiseerd en moedigt het debat 

aan. Niets zo fnuikend als jaknikkers. Hij is nederig en voldoende 

onzeker en denkt veel na over wat anderen doen en waarom. Is een 

eerste klas observant.  

 

10. Werkt onophoudelijk aan zichzelf. 

 

- Is altijd hongerig naar feedback en kan over complexe zaken 

eenvoudig communiceren. 

- Kent zichzelf en weet dat hij en ieder ander zichzelf overschat, de 

‘self serving bias’. Zeker mannen: meer dan 90% van de mannen 

schaalt zichzelf bij de hoogte 50% in termen van atletische 

vermogens. Dat zegt genoeg. 
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11. Is nieuwsgierig, heeft meer vragen dan antwoorden. 

 

- Beschikt over een open, immer gezond onzekere nieuwsgierige, 

vragende houding. 

 

12. Weerstaat de dictatuur van oud verandermanagement. 

 

- Verheerlijkt bottom-up denken en werken niet. 

- Negeert coaches die nog steeds roepen dat de leider vooral richting, 

ruimte en randvoorwaarden moet scheppen en verder uit de details 

moet blijven. 
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PROCESMODELLEN 

 

Strategie executie versterkt door primaire processen (Pijl, 2018) 

 

 

Strategie executie versterkt ondersteunende processen (Pijl, 2018) 
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Strategie executie versterkt besturende processen (Pijl, 2018)  

 

 

Strategie executie versterkt executieprocessen (Pijl, 2018) 
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Strategische capaciteit (Pijl, 2018)  

 

 

INSPIRATIONAL MATERIAL 

 

Vision 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QNNir8_WPLs 

Strategy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Hd88eBgkw0 

Leadership 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1FMUysy5fss 
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KNELPUNTEN PER WET 2018 (MEE, 2018) 
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Advies MEE rapport 2018 
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